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OVERVIEW
The service sector is a dominant contributor to GDP in most developed and developing nations. A large segment of the population is involved in this sector for their livelihood. It is a
requisite that focused academic attention is directed at it. This is an imperative if the sector
has to grow in a planned manner in the future. The on-line economy or new age businesses,
most of which are service companies, had started with great fanfare but the life cycle of the
‘dotcom’ companies, hordes of which have gone bust, have proven at least one thing amongst
others – that, the business modelling of these companies were not thought out in their entirety
and that the assumptions and benchmarks that were used in strategy formulation were faulty at
best. This is obviously going to be there when a sunrise sector opens up but the kind of chaos
that it has led-to the world over, especially in the stock markets, indicates that the thinkers,
researchers and analysts were not able to see through the consequences and were not able to
provide guidelines and propose relevant business models. This is avoidable (if at all partially)
only when there is a corpus of research and analytical work to base decisions upon or to at
least lend some objectivity to decision making.
The Journal of Services Research is an effort in this direction to help build and document
such a corpus by promoting researchers from India and abroad to focus on issues related to
services management and provide well researched and tested benchmarks for industry, and
also to provide new directions for further research.
IIMT as an institution focuses on the emerging sectors of service businesses and we feel
that it is relevant for us to take an initiative in harnessing academic and industry effort in order
to further the boundaries of knowledge in our chosen area of endeavour. We look forward to
inputs from relevant quarters-suggesting, criticising and contributing to the increased awareness and understanding of this sector.
Scope
The journal publishes research in the areas outlined below. The research could have a focus
on marketing, finance, production, HR, strategy or policy in any of the outlined induction group.

Manuscript Submission
Manuscripts are invited on all aspects of management and related social sciences in the area of
service industry. You could access the guidelines for authors at www.iimtobu.ac.in
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

Journal of Services Research invites original, research based papers and cases in the area of services management. This journal publishes papers of interest to academicians and to practitioners
of business. The papers range widely over different areas of services. It is a condition for publication that the material sent is original work which has not been previously published or submitted for
publication elsewhere. The guidelines for contributors is listed below :
1. Manuscripts should normally be of upto 5,000 - 6,000 words (A-4 size pages, typed double
space and 11-point font). Microsoft Word for windows and WordPerfect are the preferred softwares for submission. Manuscripts must be submitted through e-mail the cover page bearing
only the title of the paper and authors’ names, designations, official addresses and phone/fax
numbers.
2. Abstract. Submit an abstract of about 150-200 words.
3. Tables and Figures. The tables and figures should be submitted in MS-Word/Excel format Separately. Their location in the text should be indicated as follows:
Table –1 about here

4. End notes. All notes should be indicated by serial numbers in the text and literature cited
should be detailed under Notes at the end of the paper bearing corresponding numbers, before the references.
5. References. Place the references at the end of the manuscript following the endnotes. Arrange the reference list in alphabetical order of author’s surnames, and chronologically for
each author where more than one work by that author is cited. The author’s surname is placed
first, followed by initials, then the year of publication is given followed by details of the publication. The name of the publication (usually a book or journal) appears in italics. Following
examples will illustrate the style used in the journal.
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6. Follow British spellings throughout (programme, not program).
7. Universal “s” in “ise” “isation” words.
8. Use of numerals: One to twelve in words, thirteen and above in figures , unless the reference
is to percentages (5 percent), distance (5 km) or age (10 years old). Use 1900s and 19th century.
9. No stops after abbreviations (UK, MBA). Use stops after initials (V.P.Singh).
10. Use single quotes throughout. however in case of use of double quotes for example, “In the
words of Szell, the ‘the economic question’ is today ……” the quotation can be encased within
single quote in the double quotes. Quotations in excess of 45 words should be separated from
the text with a line space above and below and indented on the left. Quotes should be cited
accurately from the original source, should not be edited, and should give the page numbers
of the original publication.
11. Italicization and use of diacriticals is left to the contributors, but must be consistent. When not
using diacriticals, English spelling should be followed.
12. Capitalization should be kept to the minimum and should be consistent.
13. An author will receive a complimentary copy of the issue in which his/her paper appears and
soft copy of the reprints.
14. Book reviews must provide the following details, and in this order: Name of author/title of
book reviewed/place of publication/publisher/year of publication/number of pages, in Roman
and Arabic figures to include preliminary pages/and price, with binding specifications such as
paperback or hardback. For example :
Brian K. Julyan, Sales and Service for the Wine Professional. London and New York: Cassell,
1999. ix+214pp. £16.99 paper.
15. If papers are accepted for publications, contributors are requested to fill the copyright form
and send to us by fax or through email along with signature. Otherwise paper will not be considered for the publication.
16. Manuscripts which do not conform to these guidelines will not be considered for publication.

17. Manuscripts not considered for publication will not be sent back. Those submitting papers
should also certify that the paper has not been published or submitted for publication elsewhere.
18. Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be addressed to: Editor, Journal of Services Research, Institute for International Management & Technology, 336, Udyog Vihar Phase
IV, Gurgaon 122 001.
Contact Details
Journal of Services Research, 336, Udyog Vihar, Phase-IV, Gurgaon, Haryana (India)
Telephone: 91-(124) 4787111, Fax: 91-(124) 2397288, Email: jsr@iimtobu.ac.in, Website: www.
jsr-iimt.in
Publication Details
ISSN No: 0972-4702 • 2 issues per annum • First issue is published in April and Second issue is
published in October
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